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Abstract

Competition is the internal demand and power for an enterprise to survival and
development under the conditions of market economy, with the development of social
economy; especially the development of economic globalization, the enterprise must
face intense market competition challenges. To win in competition, competitive
power (or competitiveness) is the key determinant. In international trade, the most
important mode of transportation is shipping, most of the goods are transported by sea,
and shipping industry is a high-risk high competitive industry; facing the not
optimistic market, shipping companies want to survive on its own in such fierce
competition, they must have a sufficient scientific understanding of competitive
power, and constantly keep and develop their own competitiveness, and eventually
develop the corresponding development strategy.
In this thesis, I firstly studied the theory of competitive power of enterprises at home
and abroad, and the concept and components of competitive power, as a preparation
for the following theoretical research.
Secondly this thesis outlines the shipping enterprise competitiveness, and expounds
the enterprise production operational indicators, and mainly through theoretical
research and questionnaire survey with AHP system I obtain the weight of each index,
and then based on this establish a set of relatively complete shipping enterprise
competitiveness evaluation index system.
Finally I will introduce the ERA (evidential reasoning approach) into the model
building, and analyze the details, then select the CPM Company and its main
competitors as the main object of study; through the theoretical research and
questionnaire survey, I will make a positive analysis of the ERA model to provide a
reference for later actual application.
The last part is the conclusion and discussion of the shortcomings.
KEYWORDS: Competitiveness, AHP, ERA (evidential reasoning approach), CPM
Co., Ltd.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Research background and aim
1.1.1 Research background
Enterprise competitive power is the basis of enterprise to survival, in the fierce
competition, the enterprise has to constantly adapt the environment and know the
differences between the resources and capability which is a must to win, and keeps
improving and creating. The competitive power of an enterprise is the guarantee of
continuous development. The enterprise has to scientifically foresee the future, solve
the contradiction of the survival and development, and build and maintain the lasting
competitive edge. To make the enterprise more powerful, it is a must to know the
source the competitive power and scientifically evaluate it and improve it.

In the present international and domestic economic environment, the pressure of
survival and development of enterprise in our country is increasing. Compared to
those enterprises within a mature market economy, the development environment and
overall level of enterprises in our country is far behind. And foreign enterprise
competitive power theory has been very mature, but our enterprises need to be further
awareness raising. Only the enterprises have the right understanding of their own
competitive power, can they cultivate and improve their competitive power in order to
obtain rapid growth and sustainable development. After China joined WTO,
international capital rapidly enter into China, transnational corporations intensify
efforts to develop the Chinese market, and launched an all-round, multi-level fierce
competition with the domestic shipping enterprise. If China shipping enterprises want
to effectively seize the opportunity, survival, development and growing up in an
increasingly open and liberalization of international shipping pattern, and want as far
as possible to reduce the impact of shipping giant in developed countries to the
Chinese shipping industry, they must keep the integration of resources, and actively
walk the road of internationalized management, and build and enhance China
shipping enterprise competitiveness.
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Shipping enterprise is different from general enterprise, and its management has its
own characteristic: shipping company belongs to a capital-intensive industries, high
investment, high risk characteristic; shipping market, not only by the influence of
international trade, but by the political factor, natural factors influence, especially in
the economic globalization and liberalization trend of deepening society, the
economic life of various fields subtle change will directly and quickly influence of
shipping industry. According to the statistical data of Clarkson in 11 times throughout
the 20th century, shipping lows in shipping cycle for 80 years, fewer than 20 years
peak. In such uncertain market environment, shipping enterprise more bears the test of
the survival of the fittest. As a main body of the social economy, shipping enterprise if
cannot keep their relative competitive advantage, it will be difficult to survival in such
external environment. At present, part of China's shipping enterprise participate in the
fierce competition under the situation of just passively, randomly, lack of global and
insufficiency. These enterprises should face up the problem, based on the correct
understanding of competitiveness, make constant self-improvement, resources
optimization in shipping market, so as to improve the competitiveness. So, scientific
evaluation of the shipping enterprise competitiveness and understanding the
competitiveness of enterprises is very necessary for enterprise later develop strategies
to provide a scientific basis.

1.1.2 Research aim
At present the there is many evaluation of enterprise competitiveness, but research for
shipping enterprise competitiveness evaluation is not mature enough and not formed
systematic.

Therefore,

this

article

carefully

analyzed

existing

enterprise

competitiveness research content, re-examine the competitiveness of an enterprise and
its scientific connotation and components. Through the Chinese shipping industry
internal and external SWOT analysis and AHP analysis, this paper provides
theoretical basis for strategy formulation for Chinese shipping enterprise, and then
based on the influence of various factors shipping enterprise competitiveness to
establish a scientific and reasonable competitiveness comprehensive evaluation
9
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model.

I hope this research could help China shipping enterprise establish enterprise
competitiveness of scientific and objective evaluation index system, properly
evaluating the competition ability of the enterprise, and correctly understand the
shortages of the enterprises themselves, and improve enterprise competitiveness, so as
to promote enterprise, healthy, stable and sustainable development.

1.2 literature review
1.2.1 Foreign and domestic literature review on the competitive power of
enterprises
Many scholars at home and abroad made research and put forward some of the theory
about enterprise competitive power. These theories can be classified into two
categories: enterprise external growth theory which focuses on the analysis of
enterprise external environment; and internal growth theory which is based on the
analysis of enterprise internal resources and capacity.

1.2.1.1 Foreign literature review on the competitive power of enterprises
The United States, Western Europe, Japan and other developed countries engaged in
the enterprise competitive power research earlier, the study is also very generous,
including representative some perspectives including:

(1). Porter's competitive advantage theory
Harvard business school professor Porter published famous three works namely
"competition trilogy": the competitive strategy (1980), the competitive advantage
(1985) and the national competitive advantage" (1990) (Porter, 1996), greatly
enriched the competition theory, promote the development of the enterprise
competitiveness research, and exert a great impact on practice. The Porter enterprise
competitive capability theory mainly includes the enterprise competitive positioning
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theory, enterprise basic competitive strategy theory and the value chain theory. Porter
think in industry environment there is potentially entrants, substitutes threat, the
supplier bargaining power, the buyer bargaining power and competitors this five basic
power, the five competitive decided the industry's profit level. Therefore Porter think
enterprise to gain competitive advantage will need to choose long-term earnings
inheritance, and put forward the general cost lead, differentiation and focus the three
basic strategies.

(2). Competitive power theory based on the enterprise resources
The development of competitive power theory based on the enterprise resources
shows that the research emphasis is transferred from external to internal of enterprise;
and from the industry environment and enterprise strategic positioning, to enterprise's
internal resources and ability (Xu ke, Xu er min, 2002). Based

on

the

enterprise

resources competitiveness theory is classic strategy management theory, industrial
economics and organizational economics science combination and innovation of the
product. In Penrose (1959) by advocates "enterprise inner growth theory" are put
forward on the basis of the company strategy based on the resource base theory, main
representatives have Rumelt and Wernerfelt scholar (1984).

(3). Competitive power theory based on the general capacity of enterprise
a. Organizational capabilities
The studies of famous American enterprise management historian Alfred handier D.C
of modern large enterprise birth, development and change support the ability
evolution theory. Chandier (1992) think the basic unit of analysis of the origin and
modern industrial enterprise growth pattern is the enterprise and its ability to learn,
not business. Chandier (1992) through the research of America, England, Germany
and other countries multinational enterprises, point out that there is only one decided
factors for enterprise's success, namely the capabilities managers use human, material
and financial resources to make economies of scale and scope economy, which is
called organizational capabilities.
11
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b. Core capability
In 1990 the United States famous scholars Hamel and Prahalad published in the
“Harvard business review” of “The company's core ability” marks capability theory of
enterprise research has formally entered the start stage of development (Prahalad &
Hamel, 1990). Its main point is that the core competence is the “accumulating
knowledge in organization, especially about how to coordinate different production
skills and organic combining various technical schools of learning", "enterprise in
strategic success comes from their core competence in the development process."
Core competence is blend in the formation of enterprise, enterprise peculiar, inside the
core position in competition ability, is the source of enterprise sustainable competitive
advantage, is the enterprise survival and development momentum.

1.2.1.2 Domestic literature review on the competitive power of enterprises
The Chinese academic circle on the competitive research began from the late 1980s
and early 1990s. By the influence of Hamel and Prahalad, a lot of scholars studied the
core competence, and then the government and enterprises gave a highly concern on
how to improve the core competence of enterprises. With China's accession to the
WTO, the domestic research on the competitiveness of enterprises will be more and
more. The Chinese academy of social sciences in China industrial economy research
institute of industrial industries and the international competitiveness of enterprises
launched research (2001); in 2003 the “competitiveness economics" and the " China
enterprise competitiveness report " published, including one chapter studied from the
angle of economics research which discusses the connotation and source of enterprise
competitiveness.

(1). Competitive power research based on the external competitive environment
Jin Bei (2003) think enterprise competitiveness in a competitive market refers to a
enterprise have continued to be able to more effectively than other enterprise to
market (customers, including productive customers) provide products or services, and
to earn a profit and the development of their own comprehensive quality.
12
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Zhang ZhiJiang and Wu JianZhong (1999) think enterprise competitiveness through
comparison and is actually a relative concept obtained. Enterprise competitiveness
consists of three parts, namely enterprise reality potential future market
competitiveness, enterprises may have market competitiveness, and enterprises will
latent competitiveness into reality the ability to gain a competitive advantage.

(2). Competitive power research based on the internal resources and capabilities
of enterprises
Peng LiGong (2000) think enterprise competitiveness is in certain environments
support enterprise continued survival and development power, the power from the
enterprise have, have sustained value, scarce super sex and uniqueness assets form
product or service advantage.
Han ZhongHe(2000) think, competitiveness is facing market and customer,
reasonable use of enterprise internal management resources and provide market and
customer need products and services, with rivals in the competition ability to build
competitive advantage.
Cao JianHai (2000), enterprise competitiveness is that by enterprise a series of special
resources combination and the formation of occupation market and obtain long-term
profit ability. These special resources include the enterprise's human capital, core
technology, enterprise reputation, marketing technology, marketing network,
management ability, the ability of financial leverage operators manage, research and
development ability and enterprise culture, etc.
Domestic research about enterprise competitiveness theory is still in the initial stage,
which

is

mainly

focused

on

enterprise

competitive

conceptual

analysis,

competitiveness factor analysis, competitiveness evaluation research, improving the
competitive strategy advice, but the nature of enterprise competitiveness and inner
structure research is inadequate.

1.2.2 Foreign and domestic literature review on the competitive power of
shipping enterprises
13
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1.2.2.1 Foreign literature review on the competitive power of shipping
enterprises
Peter Lorange (2001) to shipping enterprise strategic problems, according to different
situations puts forward four kinds of development strategy, which is leading strategy,
the rapid expansion strategy, control defense strategy, adjust the strategy from the
enterprise strategy, discusses the enterprise competitiveness.
Photis M.Panayides (2001) analyzes the shipping enterprise strategy management
development trends, from the perspective of the development strategy of corporate
strategy, globalization, finance and investment, corporate governance, diversification,
competitive advantage; etc to shipping enterprise competitiveness, from a strategic
point of view is discussed.
Yuchou and Gin - Tsung - shuhLiang (2001) using the fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation method of decision-making model of shipping enterprise business
performance made quantitative analysis.
Photis M.Panayides (2001) discusses the effect of ship automation technology for
European shipping enterprise competitiveness. Elerftherios D. Katarelos according to
international security rules, as well as about safety and quality procedures for changes
in the external environment and for small bulk shipping company in strategic choice,
which provide the methodology is the foundation of a methodology minimum
standards, reliability curve systems, cost and reliability and investment decisions and
reliability matrix.

1.2.2.2 Domestic literature review on the competitive power of shipping
enterprises
Zhou XinYi (2003) defines the dry bulk shipping enterprise competitiveness, and
points out that the dry bulk shipping connotation of enterprise competitiveness factors
are various, has established a set of dry bulk shipping enterprise competitiveness
evaluation index system, and the application of the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) to world famous, the dry bulk shipping enterprise competitiveness empirical
14
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evaluation.
Yu SiQin Zhang Yan designed a shipping enterprise competitiveness evaluation index
system in the “International shipping enterprise competitiveness empirical research ",
and empirical research.
Sun JunYan wrote in a shipping enterprise competitiveness evaluation index of
establishing evaluation system, when net interest rate by only assets based on the
tanker enterprise analyzed, and then the ability to resist risk to assets net interest rate
graphical, draw conclusions, and no systematic research methods.
In the policy Suggestions level, many domestic scholars are put forward to improve
the competitiveness of enterprises of China's shipping policy proposals. Among them,
ZhangYan (2005) systematic reviews the research about shipping enterprise
competitiveness, points out the existing research literature some shortcomings.
ZhangLiJuan (2003) think to form an effective competition of the market structure
and industrial structure is to cultivate and strengthen the fundamental path and
shipping competitiveness, the government should take decisive condition on shipping
strategic position, formulate relevant policy procedures should consult international
prevailing rules to regulate for China's shipping enterprise group, with foreign
multinational companies create fair competition of external environment and
conditions.

1.3 Research contents and approach
Based on the analysis of the shipping enterprise competitiveness and according to the
influence of various elements this paper would build competitiveness evaluation index
system, and adopt AHP approach to analyze the weight of every index in the
evaluation system; and use evidential reasoning method to establish the evaluation
model, and provide a scientific and perfect evaluation method for shipping enterprise
competitive power evaluation, and finally take CPM company as an example for the
case study.
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Specific content mainly includes the following aspects:
(1) Make the discussion about the importance of enterprise competitive power, and
reviews about enterprise competitive power evaluation research situation, then
clear research significance of this article.

(2) Introduce the related content of enterprise competitive power comprehensively;
clear the enterprise competitive concept, and discusses the elements of shipping
enterprise competitive power to provide the basis for later analysis of influence
factors.

(3) According to influencing elements of shipping enterprise competitive power,
screen the evaluation indexes, and build shipping enterprise competitive power
evaluation index system.

(4) Introduce evidential reasoning method to establish the shipping enterprise
competitive power evaluation models and choose three shipping enterprise for
empirical analysis.

Chapter 2: General overview of the enterprises competitive
power theory and macroscopic strategy by SWOT analysis

2.1 The connotation and concept of the enterprises competitive power
theory
2.1.1 The concept of the enterprises competitive power
At present for enterprise competitive power has a lot of related studies, in which the
definition of enterprise competitiveness is almost the same, I think the definition in
“Enterprise competitive power quantitative evaluation method” which written by
Xiaowen

Zhang

is

competitively

accurate

and

comprehensive:

Enterprise

competitiveness is under the market economy condition, the enterprise as the
16
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competition entities, in production management process, through various resources,
system and mechanism of the interaction and external environment, make its internal
and external resources effectively integrate and optimize the configuration, appear to
have an advanced virtuous cycle of situation than rivals, in order to realize the
capability of sustainable development.
Enterprise competitive power definition contains the following several layers of
meaning (Dali, 2005):
(l) Enterprise competitiveness is an external market force of enterprise in competition,
and at the same time, an ability to win in competition. Objectively speaking, each
market main body have an ability to compete with its rivals, it is objective existence,
not exist by the comparison.
(2) Enterprise competitiveness is the comprehensive effect of various resources
strength, ability and quality, finally reflects as competitive power in the market.

(3) Competitiveness and competitive advantage are causality. Competitive advantage
is the reason of competitiveness, competitiveness is the result of competitive
advantage, in the market, enterprises want to have enterprise competitiveness, they
must have their competitive advantage.
(4) Enterprise competitive power mainly embodies in the ability of possessing market,
creating value and profit, and innovation and development.
(5) Enterprise competitiveness is a neutral concept, which enterprise can survive in
the market competition, which has the competitive power, but each enterprise's
competitive level is not the same. The power is judged by comparing with rivals.

2.1.2 The connotation of the enterprises competitive power theory
The meaning of the competitive power of enterprise is a multi-level comprehensive
category, is not only related to the enterprise internal element structure and
management process, but also related to various kinds of external environment; not
only related to its own market share and profitability, but also related to enterprise
various interest groups and the amount of national welfare; not only involved in the
17
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domestic market competition, but also related to international market and global
competition; not only is the ability of static comparison, but also the ability of
dynamic evolutionary ability of development. Static ability is the ability to reflect the
enterprise has been established so far, the dynamic ability is the ability to keep
enterprise learning, continue to improve, continuous innovation and growing. The key
to analyze the competitive power of enterprise is to identify the most basic and
deepest factors exist in enterprise. The competitive power of enterprise is set in the
arena formatted by competition process and the operation of enterprise. And the
connotation of enterprise competitiveness in the different historical period and
different economic form has different emphases.

The definition of traditional economists about the competitive power of enterprise,
represent the characteristics of competitiveness under the industrial economy form
which is based on the natural resources. With the change of industrial economic form
to the intellectual economy form, people realized the meaning of some factors such as
knowledge, innovation, and environment, human to the competitive power of
enterprise. The competitive power of enterprise is no longer the relative advantages in
production elements, information, knowledge, innovation, potential factors determine
the strength of the competitive power of enterprise, enterprise sustainable
development become the core of enterprise competitiveness.

2.1.3 The characteristic of enterprise competitive power
Enterprise competitiveness as a system has the following characteristics:
(1) The target directivity
The competitive power of enterprise has a clear goal which is to sustain the enterprise
to have a more advantage status than competitors, high market share and better
growth ability. Therefore, the goal of enterprise competitive can make the enterprise
in its products and services value realization process, to realize the maximization of
enterprise value and the completion of contribution to the shareholders, employees,
customers, the government, and the community. Enterprise competition ability is
18
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operated around the goal.

(2) Open
The competitive power of enterprise is an open system, only fully open, and fully
material and information exchange with outside, unceasingly absorb new elements
and produce the ordered structure, that is competitive power. In the dark and without
the exchange of information and material can make the enterprise lose capability.

(3) Dynamic nature
Enterprise competitiveness of the enterprises decided long existence state, continuity
and the occasional feature. Enterprise as a developing economic entity, the formation
of its competitiveness is a constantly evolving process; the factors which influence the
enterprise management status not only include the reality competitiveness but also the
potential competitiveness. The ebb logical process of various kinds of abilities in
enterprise competitiveness is intrinsic basis of dynamic change, and changing external
environment constitute the external conditions of the dynamic changes. The
interaction of the factors of competitiveness makes enterprise competitiveness show
its dynamic nature. Therefore, the enterprise competitiveness is a dynamic system, we
must learn the regularity of enterprise competitive power from the point of view of
development and contact.

(4) Comprehensive
The competitive power of enterprise is a comprehensive concept. The enterprise own
production capacity from its existing resources is the decisive factor to survive and
develop, meanwhile, the relationships with different outside bodies in market and the
ability to handle those relationships is the important condition for survival and
development. This shows that the competitive power of enterprise has the
comprehensive nature, its elements depend on various kinds of factors which
interaction and mutual complement, those factors have an effect on the survival and
development of enterprise as a entirety. Lack of any a kind of necessary resources or a
19
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link integration is bad, will affect the enterprise competitive formation and
development, therefore enhance the competitiveness of enterprises must be from the
overall situation, try to play out the internal and external environment of the whole
enterprise system characteristic and the functional.

(5) Innovation and balance
The original structure in system would be broken by the motivated power which exists
in enterprise competitive power, and new order would be built. At the same time, in
order to maintain the normal operation, there must be mutual constraint factors
forming system binding upon both parties. Under this condition, the system maintains
its operation equilibrium. In this sense, any change of the competitive power of
enterprise, all is the adjustment of the relationship between the power and constraint
force.

(6) Scalability
The strength of enterprise competitiveness exists through the competition and
comparison with rivals, and ultimately comes out through a certain form expression, it
can be estimate and evaluate by building index system of competitive factors,
competitive process and competitive result.

(7) Sustainability
To maintain the sustainable development and the competitiveness is a ultimate goal
for every enterprise. Therefore, the enterprise should cultivate the competitive from
the strategic and long-term goal. For a long time, enterprises in our country mainly
enhanced competitive power by high utilization of resources and technology, causing
the consumption of resources, technology waste and damage to the environment.
We must make a transformation from resource high-consume enterprise to resource
low-consume enterprise from the point of sustainable development, or we would lose
the sustainability of competitive power.
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2.1.4 Comparability problems
The competition between enterprise and products rely on its comparability, i.e. only
the enterprises and products which have mutual comparability that form the
competition, so they can compare their competitiveness. Encyclopedia of China
provides an explanation of competition: the situation between homogeneous and
heterogeneous individuals who exert adverse effects mutually to compete for common
resources. Factors of production, which are necessary for production: capital, earth,
labor, manager and these outstanding resources in our real lives, are rare, so the
competition between enterprises are everywhere. The shortage of kinds of great
resources in human society is normal, to fight for the limited resources, competition is
opened up between enterprises. Two things (involve products, enterprises and so on)
have no competition doesn’t mean they cannot compete their competitiveness.
Competitiveness is the ability to fight for the resources and markets; the existing of
competition depends on the fight for the limited resources between two parties. That’s
the theoretic solution of the comparability problems of the competitiveness of
enterprises of different types.

This thesis researches all shipping enterprises regardless of species, no matter
container liner companies, dry bulk companies or tanker companies are all our objects
of study, although they doesn’t have competition on the aspect of cargo owner, they
have competition to a large extent during kinds of factor of production, if the shipping
enterprises in the same operational areas, especially to compete mutually, to evaluate,
and even learn from each other on the aspect of operating management.

2.2 Research on the components of the enterprises competitive power

The enterprise competitiveness is a complex concept, there are many factors that
affects the competitive power, the content is extremely widespread, but generally
speaking, factors influence the enterprise competitiveness may divide approximately
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into two big kind of factors: internal and external factors (Liu Jie, 2006).The external
factor mainly refers to the profession environment which the enterprise locates and
the more widespread social economy environment; internal factor may subdivide for
enterprise's each kind of ability and resources factors and so on. Internal factor is the
determining factor, decides the enterprise competitive advantage formation, but
external factor merely affects the factor, and in this thesis, the competitiveness
appraisal to many shipping enterprise is under a same external environment, therefore
in researching the competitiveness we does not carry on the analysis of external
factor.
At present, there are many factors on the formation of the enterprise competitive
power, but the content is all mostly the same except for minor differences, basically,
the research on the analysis to internal influence factor come from several aspects:

2.2.1 Resource Elements
Resources here refer to enterprise resources related with the enterprise competitive
power; its quality and the scale are the basic guarantees of enterprise competitive
power. The resources are the material base of the formation and the operation of
enterprise, are the condition of enterprise survival and the development, and also are
the enterprise competitive power foundation. The enterprise resources condition
playing the important decision role in enterprise's field of activity and the scope, but
an enterprise's competitive advantage, not only is decided by the resources quantity
and the quality which has in the enterprise, moreover is decided by efficiency of
resources development, usage, the disposition. Therefore, resources have the vital role
resources to the enterprise competitive power are the human resources, the material
resources, the financial resources, and the information resource and so on.

(1) Enterprise Human Resources
The modern enterprise competition is the talented person's competition, the human
resources is enterprise's first core resources. If the enterprise wants to participate in
the market competition, enhances own competition strength, surmounted in the
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competitor, they must have the Differentiation of Intelligent dynamic capital-human
resources. The human resources are main body that controls each resource, the most
important strategic resources of enterprise. If the enterprise wants to hold the space in
the intense market competition, it must construct a high quality talented person troop.
The formation of core ability of enterprise is in the final analysis the knowledge, the
skill study and the accumulation, but the talented person is the carrier of these
intelligence resources.

The human resources are an essential factor in the enterprise element of production,
along with the knowledge economy time arrival, the human resources becomes the
cornerstone of the enterprise competitive advantage day by day, are the essential
factor that the enterprise can adapts the customer demand, provides the high quality
product and the service to the customer, obtains the customer the loyalty and satisfied,
finally wins the market. The shipping enterprise and other all enterprises are same, the
human is in the precious wealth in enterprise, simultaneously is one of factors which
most difficult to control. The shipping enterprise's product is invisible, is service
process which provides by the human, has close relation with operation of the
enterprise staff, it requests administrative personnel has a more precise
assurance-invisible product, thus the prompts enterprise must enhance the staff
personally specialized skill, the synthesis quality and the management level
unceasingly and so on.

（2）Material resources
The material resources are the material object resources of enterprises, namely
tangible resources. The material resources are the material basis of enterprise
competitiveness. The number and quality of the material resources have an important
effect on the scope of enterprise activities and the competitive power of enterprises
(Jiyun, 2007). They can be easily identified, evaluated and reflected in the financial
statements of the enterprise. Of course, these data can not fully express the material
resources value of enterprises in a strategic sense. Along with the progress of the
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society, we may find that the material resources, either in the total asset of enterprises
or in the competitive advantage of enterprises, are playing an increasingly less
important role, while the intangible assets are highlighted. In the traditional enterprise
competitions, material resources often become the subject of the comparison among
enterprises. But in the fierce market competition, the enterprise material resources
differences have a smaller influence on competitiveness. More professional
knowledge and more invisible resources are needed for more complex management in
enterprises.
(3) Enterprise information resources
For an enterprise, building information resources management serves to improve the
enterprise office efficiency, realize enterprise high-efficiency of office service and
enhance the economic benefit of the enterprise through enterprise information flow
inside or outside and effective utilization of resources. Information resource, an
intangible wealth, has become indispensable in enterprise management decision and
enterprise competition. Information resource can also effectively reduce the cost and
enhance the competitiveness of enterprises. By improving the information resources
development and utilization efficiency and expanding the scope of information
resources development and utilization, it is possible for enterprises to share
management costs at low information costs.

As the expansion of the scale of

management forms scale management effect, it provides the enterprises with new
competition space to win competitive advantage. Such as the sharing of the
information resources, the enterprises need not to provide several departments with
many of the same materials, but to input information in respective workstations only
in the production and business operation link. Thus it can reduce repeated labor, save
manpower and cost. Moreover, it can expand the scope of application of information
resources, improve work efficiency and reduce the production cost, so that the
competitive power of enterprise is enhanced. Especially in shipping enterprises, to
deal with documents is to input lots of repeated information. So improved information
resources will be advantageous to the management of the enterprises.
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2.2.2 Analysis of technology elements
Enterprises technological innovation start from the whole and take the market as the
guidance, the technology as the main line, aiming at strengthening enterprises
competitive advantages and making commercial profits. It is also an integrated
process of a series of activities, such as continuously improving creative thinking,
developing new products, new techniques, and new methods, opening up new market
and new fields, integrating new resources and establishing new organizations. For the
shipping enterprises, the measures of the perfection of the office procedures, the
optimization ship types of configuration on course, the integration and recombination
of the enterprises are a kind of technological innovation, which can improve
competitiveness of the enterprises in the rapidly changing shipping market.

2.2.3 Analysis of management elements
Management ability is the cone content of the enterprise competitiveness, which
includes the ability to acquire information, to reason, to decide, to adapt to the
environment,

entrepreneurs’

comprehensive

ability

and

enterprise

culture

construction.
(1) Strategic management ability
Strategic management ability is the enterprises’ ability of making enterprise
developing goals, coordinating and allocating resources, and creating value in market
competition according to the environment. The enterprises should have a clear
direction and a specific aim to maintain sustainable development and overall
competitiveness. That is the important content of the enterprises’ strategic
management. In order to improve their competitiveness, the enterprises need a correct
strategy to guide market competition activities of the enterprise
Strategic management ability requests the enterprise to determine the correct
development strategy. Development strategy is the overall goal and direction of the
enterprise development. To set the overall goal contains scientific analysis and
forecast of the enterprises surroundings, full evaluation of the enterprises ability and
correct judgment of development trend, so as to determine the progress goal of the
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enterprise development and the overall direction. Development strategy is also an
overall arrangement of enterprises to realize the overall goal, which is, on the basis of
the scientific analysis and forecast, the scientific judgment and correct arrangement of
the grasp of macro environment and policy, the absorption and allocation of the
resources, the grasp of key points and difficulties and countermeasures of dealing with
problems may happening in development. The key elements of strategic management
ability are "choice", "coordination" and "integration", which are the sufficient
conditions for the enterprises to create sustainable competitive advantages. In other
words, if the enterprises have strategic ability, they can definitely create value and get
competitive advantageous so as to maintain sustainable development.
(2) Organizational and administrational ability
Organizational and administrational ability is an external comprehensive performance
of all kinds of conditions and quality of the enterprises through the specific way of
organization or method to complete a target with high efficiency. In essence, it is the
performance of ability and knowledge. In respect of these skills and knowledge,
personal skills, organization and individual technology is inevitably interwoven.
Generally speaking, the enterprises’ organizational and administrational ability
appears as entrepreneurship, administrator’ ability, the enterprise market operation
ability and organizational and revolutionary ability. These abilities support and affect
the enterprises from different aspects.
(3)Administrational and executive ability
Administrational and executive ability is the enterprises internal staff's operational
and practical capacity of implementing the strategic ideas, policies and guidelines.
The enterprises have detailed plan, sound organizational system, leadership of rich
strategic vision, but in actual work, they make slow progress, which indicates there is
something wrong with executive power (Fang Chenwu, 2007).
Executive power is the key factor for the enterprises to apply all the theories and plans
into practice. Without executive power, even more enterprises or more strategies and
policies are just effortless. Therefore, the enterprise administrational and executive
ability is a decisive factor in competition.
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(4) Enterprise culture ability
Corporate culture is gradually coming into being in the process of production and
management practice, which is acknowledged and observed by all the employees.
Corporate culture is the mission, purpose, spirit, value and operation principle with its
own organizational characteristics. Corporate culture is also the total embodiments of
those principles in production and management practice, management system,
employee behavioral ways and enterprise external image. Corporate culture, as a kind
of strength and force of enterprise development strategy and in the process of
entrepreneurs’ ability development, plays an increasingly important role in the rise
and fall of the enterprises with the development of knowledge economy. The
competitiveness of corporate culture is an important aspect of the enterprise
competitiveness. On one hand, the competitiveness of the enterprises depends on
excellent corporate cultures. The involving fields and influence scope of corporate
culture are closely related to the competitiveness of the enterprises. Corporate culture,
as a decisive factor in enterprises’ success, has a great effect on the enterprises’
long-term benefits. On the other, the competitiveness is confined to corporate culture,
on which the enterprises’ management activities and administrational creation depend.
Obviously, the competitiveness of corporate culture, as a drive to the enterprises’
sustainable development, is not only the internal driving force of the enterprises’
development, but also catalyst for talents, administration and creation, and even a key
factor in the enterprises’ success.

2.2.4 Analysis on the factors of management
(1)The competitiveness of the products
The competitiveness of one enterprise, weak or strong, is finally displayed by the
ability its products capture the market. Therefore, the competitiveness of products is
regarded as the primary point of the entire competitiveness of this enterprise, and as
the external feature and final result of competitiveness. Considering as the concrete
performance of competitive potential and advantage caused by the interaction of other
competitive factors, it is also the essential factor which influences the enterprises’
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competitiveness.
Good brand, lofty honesty and reasonable price are three basic elements of one kind
of product possess relatively stronger competitiveness, which are suitable for every
market and every enterprise. Brand is the prerequisite of product owning market’s
competitiveness, and its honesty is mainly showed by the product’s sale quality,
quantity etc. and the price is the most sensitive factor influencing the trade of buyers
and sellers. It will benefit the reputation, improve the cooperation and promote
development of enterprise if the enterprise makes out one scientific, reasonable and
relatively stable price mechanism. From the perspective of theory, the ability of
marketing and sales is the carrier of product’s competitiveness and the key factor of
improving enterprise’s competitiveness.
(2)The ability of capital’s operation
The operation of capital refers to such an action in which the enterprise operates all
the stock of assets it owns, visible and invisible, by various means such as circulation,
combination and optimal allocation etc. By the flow of capital in larger extension,
enterprise will realize optimal allocation of resource internally and externally,
improving enterprise’s competitiveness. It is a vital level in the development of
enterprise, also one important approach to cultivate competitiveness for modern
enterprises (Liu Zhongmin, 2006), and belongs to one complex action of management
the enterprise adopts in order to integrate effectively the external resource. The
operation of capital will becomes key point of one enterprise realizing higher strategic
goals when the enterprise has developed till one certain scale. Shipping is one high
investment and high risk industry. The enterprises of shipping cannot exist without the
operation of capital if they hope to develop themselves, expand the scale of fleet,
introduce advanced technology and renew boats and ships and so on. Or they will be
unable to contend with the opponents in the international shipping market with more
and more fierce competition. All in all, the operation of capital in those enterprises of
shipping is one important and influential factor for its competitiveness.
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Chapter 3: Research on the competitive power of Chinese
shipping enterprises

3.1 The overview of competitive power of shipping enterprises
3.1.1 The summarize of shipping enterprise
3.1.1.1The definition of shipping enterprise
The definition of shipping enterprise written by Gang Zhao in his book “Shipping
enterprise management” is: shipping enterprise is also called water transport
enterprise; it is an independent economic entity which directly does the carriage of
goods and customers by water to realize the space movement of goods and customers
as its main business. The shipping enterprises in this thesis mainly refer to those large
shipping enterprises that operate the freight ships as their core business. For shipping
enterprises, their goal is to fully and effectively make use of their own transportation
capacity, providing society with high quality and highly efficient transport services
and increasing their own competitive power, to obtain profit as much as possible and
survive and develop in such intense market.
The form of shipping enterprise
Shipping enterprises and other enterprises of industry departments, there are various
kinds of organization form; they are classified generally according to different mode
of operation, investment form, and transportation field (Xinlian, 2009).
(l) According to the mode of operation
a. liner shipping company: use its own ships or ships operated by it, or by liner swap,
joint dispatch of ships or joint management, to provide the carriage of goods and
customers by sea at regular intervals between the fixed ports.
b. tramp shipping company: use its own ships or ships operated by it, to provide
unscheduled carriage of goods and customers by sea between unfixed ports.
(2) According to the form of investment
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a. limited liability company: refers to the company of which shareholders only in their
capital contribution is responsible for the debts of the company. This kind of company
has a big amount in social.
b. company limited by shares: "Limited by shares" means that the company has
shareholders, and that the liability of the shareholders to creditors of the company is
limited to the capital originally invested, i.e. the nominal value of the shares and any
premium paid in return for the issue of the shares by the company. It is the most
typical corporate organization; it can not be established without legal sponsors and
clear constitution.

3.1.1.2 The characteristics of shipping enterprises
(1) Invisibility of product
What the shipping provides is not a kind of visible product but spatial displacement
process of transportation by the realization of consuming transporting service; it is a
kind of invisible service (Guo Yan, 2007). The enterprises can depict the products’
appearance, package, quality, effectiveness, brand and so on to make a distinction
between the other same kinds of products if they sell visible products because doing
such they can open the market by the special images in consumers’ hearts. However, it
is difficult to describe the features of invisible services and difficult to distinguish
them each other, which makes the enterprises of shipping hard to introduce their
service to build their image and also makes the competition more complicated and
more fierce among these firms of shipping.
(2) Obvious feature of cyclic fluctuation
Due to the industry of shipping have great dependence on the development of trade,
and the latter are closely related to the global economic development. So influencing
by the regulation of cyclic fluctuation of global economy, the industry of shipping has
strong periodicity.
(3) Uncertainty of market
The supply is hard to be in line with the demand in market of shipping at any time, so
the supply cannot be adaptable to the demand when the latter changes. This kind of
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unbalance is easy to lead to the uncertainty of markets change and the high
unpredictability of market freight. Many index of freight reflecting the condition of
shipping market are frequently fluctuated, from the buoyant market of the former half
year in 2008 to grave situation presently in the market of shipping, the market is really
changeable. Under such a state, the stable operation of shipping industry must
confront with great influence.
(4) Capital-intensive industry
The operation of firms of shipping need abundant ships; and due to the high cost and
long manufacture cycle of ships, then the firms usually have to input much. At the
same time with the ships becoming more large-scale, high-speed, professional and
modern, the funds of investment are higher and higher. Besides, the firms have to pay
for large amount of variable cost such as daily management expense, fuel expense and
so on. The industry of shipping gradually turns capital- intensive, and because of its
extensive funds input, it also regarded as the industry with high admittance.
(5) Simultaneity of produce and consume
The producing process of industry of shipping is such a process providing
effectiveness of displacement for the consumers at the same time is also a process
consumer consuming their effectiveness of displacement. That is to say, the produce
and consume happen simultaneously, which is different from the industry which
adjusts the contradiction between produce and consume by stocking the products.
Consequently, the contradiction between supply and demand is more protruding than
the common industries. Moreover, as the market of shipping needs high investment,
the pressure of finance will become heavy once the demand of shipping is low. At
present, the shipping market states at a severely unbalanced position of supply and
demand as a result of grave surplus of market transportation caused by the global
financial crisis and excessive orders of manufacturing ships, and the lag of shipping
industry aggravates the emergence of declination.

3.1.2 The concept of shipping enterprise competitiveness
Shipping enterprise competitiveness is a comprehensive concept; it is a kind of
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dynamic, continuously evolved ability to ascend in the market competition, is a
competitive advantage showed in competition, is a concept by comparison (Limin,
2003). Shipping enterprise competitiveness is such a kind of ability which, under the
market economic condition, constantly optimize configuration, integrate the various
factors affect enterprise competitiveness, to better meet the market demand and bring
more benefits to reach a benign and sustainable development through the use of its
resources and the inherent ability. It is a kind of expression of ship production ability,
management and operation ability, financial performance, service quality and all
kinds of resources of shipping enterprise.
The evaluation of shipping enterprise competitiveness refers to the assessment or
evaluation of the competitiveness of shipping enterprise under some certain process. It
specifically means that, under market economic condition, aiming to achieve the
sustainable development of enterprise and know the status in competition and forecast
the future, to design a set of scientific, systematic and objective index system,
combining the quantitative and qualitative analysis, and make a systematic scientific
and comprehensive evaluation of shipping enterprise competitiveness by a reasonable
method.

3.1.3 The comprehensive performance of shipping enterprise competitiveness
（1）The ability to maintain normal production cycle
In order to maintain the normal transportation production, shipping enterprise must
provide a large amount of fund and all the fuel, materials, embellish materials, and
other ship supplies and equipment needed in the transport process. It is only when the
voyage production process normally, without a break-to recycle, can enterprise
survive and develop.
(2) The ability to deal with the change
The international shipping market is unpredictable because of political, economic,
trade, and many other factors. Facing this kind of situation, whether the shipping
enterprise can timely adjust their own shipping management activities accordingly is
the key to maintain the enterprise survival and development.
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(3) The ability to keep innovating in operating procedure
Due to the international shipping market competition, a lot of international shipping
enterprises take various kinds of measures to reduce expenditure, innovate in
operating procedure and explore new economic growth point. At present, the shipping
market has gradually appeared a lot of measures like shipping enterprise alliance,
diversified management and universal routes, bringing enterprises new vitality, it is
also one of the embodies of competitiveness.
(4) The ability to spread and feedback information
The value of information and its importance to competitiveness already become the
world widespread consensus. Therefore,

for international shipping

enterprises,

whether the market information system is perfect, sensitive, rapid, and timely, and can
accurate analyze and transfer the market changes, is the key to survive and develop.

3.2 The evaluation index of competitive power of shipping enterprises
Since the shipping enterprises have some differences in management with general
enterprises, the building of competitiveness evaluation index is different; it must
include some important shipping indexes besides those factors we have mentioned in
chapter 2, like resources, management, and innovation. The shipping indexes reflect
the characteristics of production through certain name, certain quantitative value and
certain units. The shipping indexes are the specific indexes of shipping enterprises,
they are important criterion when evaluate the competitiveness.
3.2.1 The role of shipping index
The production and operation index set by shipping enterprise has many aspects of
functions, it mainly includes:
(1) It is the basis of production plan of ships;
(2) It is the criterion when evaluate the performance of production and economic
benefit;
(3) it is the criterion to make a choice when decide the organization optimization
project;
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(4) it is the basis for leaders to know and examine product activities, guide and
supervise and make policy.
3.2.2 The classify of shipping index
(1) Based on the basic function
① plan index: it is made before production, and it is the goal and level which shipping
enterprise wants to achieve in planned period;
② Statistical index: it is made after production, which can reflect the scale, level,
speed, and proportional relationship the enterprise actually achieve.
(2) Based on coverage area
① Unit index: reflects the characteristics of one aspect of production;
② Comprehensive index: reflects the characteristics of some aspects of production.
(3) Based on the architecture
①operation index: it is the most special index of shipping; it reflects the production
achievement and the ship efficiency from the angle of the movement of ships and the
time usage. It mainly includes ship transportation volume index, ship production
capacity index, and ship time efficiency index.
② Finance results index: reflects the economic benefit of enterprise in the form of
currency. It mainly includes operation income index, cost index and profit index.
③ Safe quality index: reflects the safe condition and service quality in the production.
④ Material consumption index: reflects the consumption condition of raw materials,
auxiliary materials, fuel, power and tools in production.

3.3 The evaluation index system building of competitive power of
shipping enterprises
3.3.1 Framework
competitiveness

selection

of

evaluation

index

system

of

enterprise

There mainly exist several kinds of basic frames as follows for the indicator system of
competitiveness assessment of enterprise at present: firstly, the assessment indicators
of competitiveness can be categorized by evaluation(comment) indicators and analysis
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indicators; secondly, the assessment indicators can be constructed by the
survival(reality) ability, growth ability and development ability; thirdly, the indicator
system

is

constructed

by

external

competitiveness

and

internal(potential)

competitiveness; fourth, the comprehensive assessment indicator system of
competitiveness is established from different aspects by exhaustive analysis on the all
factors influencing the competitiveness. Even though these basic frames of indicators
systems designed are different from each other, they have certain internal correlation
and similarity. To begin with, these four frames of indicator systems all believe that
the competitiveness of enterprises can be displayed and evaluated by certain
indicators, but also there also exist some aspects cannot be displayed directly. In
addition, the competitiveness is dynamic, so these frames not only expect to make
analysis on the competitiveness that enterprises own now but to make judgments
toward the potential and future one. Lastly, all these frames have considered various
sides and effects as possible and paid more attention to the analysis on inside factors
of enterprises while designing the indicator systems (Liao Xinfeng, 2007).
This thesis will adopt the fourth basic frame of indicator system, which is also the
most popular one. Its result is more comprehensive as its frame is unlimited by the
classification of indicators' types and can think over all the factors which exert an
influence on the competitiveness of enterprises. Currently, some theoretical
assessment systems of competitiveness indeed are systematic and overall, but it
always happen such situations in reality that the cost of information collection is too
high, the time of operation is too long and then the results of assessment lag behind
because the data is hard to get or the indicators are too numerous to operate, and
design of some assessment indicator systems are basically according to ways of
qualitative analysis to construct the systems, influencing deeply by the subjective
consciousness of assessors, so the indicators established have too strong objectiveness
to describe quantitatively. Therefore, this thesis adopts assessment indicators of
shipping industry from the reality and then makes analysis and comments for them by
means of combination of the qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis.
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system

of

enterprise

competitiveness
(1) Guide: comparing the competitiveness indicators of the firm itself with the whole
industry, the country and even the global advanced level, the firm will find the gap
which help firm self-diagnoses and self-perfects, providing condition to cultivate core
competitiveness and assuring the direction of the development in the future of the firm
(Zhao Dongmei, 2007);
(2) Discover: being familiar with the firm itself, the opponents, the market
environment and so on is beneficial to tap into the potential of firm itself and the
market, expand the market share and improve economic results;
(3) Policy decision: the overall analysis and knowing towards the firm can supply
service for investors when they make investment and policies and also provide
support for the enterprises in the lead to make out development strategic policies
when they annex and purchase others.
(4) Improvement: the assessment indicators are involved all the aspects of enterprises’
management, being favorable to promote the level of management, strengthening
competitive advantages and making up the disadvantages.
(5) Strategy: On the basis of dissecting the external and internal competitiveness, the
firm makes its strategies of development according to its goals of long terms and the
combination of its potential and the trend of environmental change.
3.3.4 The design of evaluation
competitiveness

index system of shipping

enterprise

3.3.4.1 The guiding ideology of building the evaluation index system of shipping
enterprise competitiveness
The competitiveness of enterprises is one comprehensive concept, whose
representation is the result that lots of potential and influential factors works together.
It is an organic entirety composed of several factors with mutual relation and work,
being as a system. While the indicator systems reveal the correlation and
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systematization by means of multi-level and multi-indicator, and it decomposes one
complicated question into many parts or elements with mutual relation to form one
orderly and hierarchical structure, making them conceptualized, well-organized and
hierarchical. Those indicators in the systems can be qualitative and also be
quantitative. It will realize the quantitative analysis of question and make the question
more intuitive by the calculating way of assuring indicators and then synthesizing
hierarchically in order to strengthen the satisfaction and certainty the decision-makers
own. Therefore, this thesis will transfer all the aspects influencing competitiveness by
the principles such as scientificalness and feasibility etc. into the indicator system that
can be evaluated and operated, and will adopt evidential reasoning method to establish
evaluating model then to analyze quantitatively.
In theory, more trivial and more comprehensive the indicators are, more accurate the
objective reality they reflect is. Nevertheless, with the increase of indicators’ amount,
the workload followed of data collection and processing treatment multiplies
increased. Moreover, it happens inevitably to overlap among indicators if the
indicators are classified too trivially, causing severe correlation even mutual opposite
phenomenon, which leads to inconvenience for the general assessment. Under the
relatively completed situation, the amount of indicators should be reduced as possible
to be easy to operation. The content of indicator system should be explicit, accurate
and representative and it will be difficult to seize and adopt if the amount is too large.
So this thesis removes some surplus indicators under the premise of maintaining
stable assessment ability of indicator system, simplifying indicator system then the
assessment process, at last the indicator system will become more typical and
representative and the assessment indicator system will become more easy to operate
and feasible.
Since 1996, Chinese Enterprises Association has made organization to develop
indicator system of competitiveness of the enterprises and finished in 2001, which
evaluates the competitiveness from seven sides such as economic results, financial
situation, management level and social benefit and so on (table 3.1). These indicators
reflect the comprehensive qualities, for example, the ability of sustainable
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development, profit making, market occupancy, sell, innovation of products and the
contribution to society. This thesis will refer to this system while establishing
assessment indicator system of competitiveness of shipping industry.
Tab.3.1 Index system of enterprise competitiveness

economic
benefit

revenue of sales, total
profit, labor productivity

quality of
labor force

title structure, worker
degree structure, worker
educational expense

management
level

market share,
comprehensive energy
consumption per ten
thousand yuan

technology
improvement

status of equipment,
Technical transformation
yields, Scientific
research achievements
conversion

finance
status

net assets, balance sheet
ratios, stock turn over rate

condition of foreign
opening-door
capital usage and earn
foreign exchange through
extent
export

social
benefits

investment of
environmental protection
facilities, provide jobs
and ratal

3.3.4.2 The construction of shipping enterprise competitiveness evaluation index
system
A reasonable designed enterprise competitiveness evaluation index system which
reflects the development trend and condition, can not only fairly, objectively and
accurately evaluate the enterprise competitiveness, but also can lead the enterprise
towards the good development direction; otherwise, would mislead the management
and the whole economy (Lu Changli, 2008). Therefore, when build the shipping
enterprise competitiveness evaluation index system, this thesis will design a logical
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and comprehensive evaluation index system according to the shipping indexes and the
factors which influence the competitiveness.
We have completely introduced the factors and shipping indexes in chapter2 and
chapter3, next, we are going to build the evaluation index system. In order to make
the evaluation system can be widely used by different kinds of shipping enterprises;
the selection of shipping index will be more universal. The evaluation index system is
shown in figure 3.2.
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3.3.4.3 Specific detail for evaluation index system for shipping enterprise
competitiveness
(1) The production and management activities of the enterprise. It mainly evaluates
the production ability of the shipping company from the respective of the ships and
estimates the operating situation according to the actual accomplished transport
situation. It mainly includes the following indexes.
① Shipping production capability, which means the available and the biggest transport

capability. It concludes two targets.
The actual number of ships means the ship numbers that a shipping company really
processes within a certain period. The index is quality and the unit is ship number.
The average age of vessel means the average vessel ages that a shipping company
really processes within a certain period. The index is quality and the unit is year. The
average age is equivalent to all ship’s total age divided to the real processing numbers.

② Shipping operational status, which reflects the real transport situation from the

perspective of operating quantity and quality. This thesis mainly evaluate from the
following four targets.
The first one is the growth of freight volume of shipment in the same period. And the
quality of shipment means the actual accomplished transport weight of goods in a
certain period. In this thesis, in order to make comparison between container transport
companies and dry bulk companies, the quantitative index of the growth of freight
volume in the same period is used to evaluate and illustrate the increase or decrease
range with the same period of the last year. If the index is positive number, then it
means the freight volume increases than in the corresponding period last year and vice
verse.
Tonnage utilization rate means the tonnage using situation of ships in the transport
and production process and shows the average utilize level of rated DW tonnage of
ship within the certain mileage. The formula is that the:
Tonnage utilization rate = volume of cargo transported/rated DW tonnage of
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ship*mileage*100%
Ship’s sailing ratio means the percent of sailing time of operation time within a certain
period. The formula is that:
The ship’s sailing ratio=days of sailing/days of operation*100%
Operating ratio means the proposition of operating time in the total time of shipment,
which indicates the effective time within a period. The formula is that:
Operating ratio=operating days/the total days since registered*100%

(2) Enterprise products competitiveness illustrates the competitive capacity when the
products of a company compare the same products with other companies. It has
several indexes:
① Price rationality means the reasonable degree of price that the shipping company

supplies and belongs to the quality index.
②Customer satisfaction means that customers evaluate from the aspects of service,

price, quality, efficiency, attitude and belongs to the quality index.
③Transportation quality measures the quality of transport service that shipping

company supplies from the transport efficiency, document processing operation and
quality and quantity of goods and so on. It has two standards:
Transport efficiency. It means shipping company supplies transport service to the
customers to the biggest extent on condition of realizing optimizing various element
factors. The transport service is effective and even high effective, which index is
quality and measures by different levels.
The extent of goods shortage or overloaded or damage. If the goods damage and
losing occurs frequently of a shipping company, we can learn that the level of goods
shortage or overloaded or damage is higher and vice verse. This belongs to qualitative
index and evaluates the goods shortage and damage level with different evaluation
degrees.

(3)Enterprise financial resource usually uses the money form to reflect the financial
ratios of shipping enterprise scale and profits. It concludes the six following index:
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①Total Assets: total capital amounts of shipping company which reflects the status of
the same.
②Gross Income of Business: is sum of the incomes such as freight, hire, and other
income of business by the shipping service of carriage of goods by sea during a
certain period.
③Ratio of business income profit: is the ratio, in a certain period, of net profit of a
shipping company to its gross business sum, which can reflect the business profit in
every unit business sum of the company, and represent the profit-making capability of
its core business, as well as being the main standard of weighing the business benefit
creating of a shipping company.
The ratio shows the basic profit-making ability in the business managing of a
company, and fully reflects existing defects and advantages in many aspects such as
the capital control, cost management, and managing strategy.

The higher of the ratio,

the better, for which represents a higher market occupying rate, stronger competitive
power, greater profit-making ability, and more potential development.

The formula

of which is:
Ratio of operating income profit=Net Profit/Gross Sum of Business*100%.
④ Return on equity: is the ratio of net profit to average net assets, also called net
worth awarding rate or equity awarding rate. The formula of which is:
Return on equity =Net profit/Average Net Assets*100%.
⑤ Asset-liability Ratio: is the ratio, in a certain period, of the total liability amount of
the shipping company to its general asset, which serves as the comprehensive
accessing index on the debt status of the company, also, being an important standard
on valuating its capability of payment of due long-term debts.
Asset-liability Ratio is an important standard of evaluating the debt status and risk
level of a company.

Proper Asset-liability Ratio not only represents the investing

risk encountered by the investors and creditors is small, but also shows the
management of the company is safe, healthy and efficient as well as a great capital
collecting capability.

As an international standard in this area, Asset-liability Ratio,

conservatively, would be smaller than 50%, while 60% is publicly treated as a better
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The formula of which is:

Asset-liability Ratio= Total liability / Total assets*100%.
⑥ Current Ratio: also called Short-term Debt Repayment Ratio, is the ratio, in a
certain period, of the current assets of a company to its current liabilities, which can
be used to weigh the ability of repayment of company’s short-term debt.
The ratio can be used to assess the status of company’s capital circulation, and it has
taken the relationship of the scale of current assets and current liabilities into
consideration.

The higher of this ratio, the lower assets using efficiency is proved,

which is against to the production management.

The international publicly

recognized standard ratio is 200%, which is 150% in our domestic outstanding
companies.

Generally speaking, the production period of shipping companies is

short so as to the current ratio could be comparatively lower.

The formula of which

is
Current Ratio= current assets /current liabilities*100%.

(4) Company cultural resources. Assessing the cultural resources status from two
aspects, the company credit and company brand value.
① Company Credit: is the evaluation made by the customers on the carriage services
performed by the shipping company in an agreed period, and this is a qualitative
index.
② Company Brand Value: is the degree of recognition given by the market and
customers to the services provided by shipping company.

This standard reflects the

recognition and evaluation made by the customers to the individuality and diversity of
the services provided by the company, and also being of a qualitative index.

(5) Enterprise human resource. Human resource is the primary resource of enterprises,
and the source of competitiveness. It includes:
① Comprehensive quality of senior management staffs. It to a large extent decides the
development direction, and the operation efficiency and mode of organization; it is an
important factor and a qualitative index. This index evaluates the quality from the
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education background, work experience, and strategic management level.
② Comprehensive quality of common staffs. It is a qualitative index and evaluates by
two standards which are education background and work experience.

(6) The enterprise adaptability to changes: is the ability of reacting of a company to various

changes of the market operating circumstances. It mainly includes the 3 following
qualitative indexes:
① Enterprise adaptability. It is the undertaking and reacting ability of a company to the

changes of the market operating circumstances.
② Enterprise flexibility. It is the self-adjusting and self-promoting ability of a company

to the changes of the market operating circumstances.
③ Enterprise innovation capacity. It is the ability of manufacturing some kind of new,

special products with social value by the every owned manufacturing elements and
relevant professional technical knowledge.
3.3.5 Determining weight in shipping enterprise competitiveness evaluation index
system
Weight is the relative important degree coefficient of every index in the system to the
target of evaluation. From the angle of practical application, the analytic hierarchy
process (AHP) method is the ideal method to determine the evaluation index weight
of multiattribute target, which is mentioned by an American scholar T.L.Saaty. It is a
typical system engineering method combining quantitative analysis and qualitative
analysis. It makes the process of thinking of complicated system mathematization, and
quantifies the qualitative analysis, and makes the difference between all kinds of
factors numeralization; it helps people keep the thinking process consistency, and is
suitable for complicated comprehensive evaluation system; it is a kind of method
being widely used to determine weight at present. Since there are many factors which
influence the shipping enterprise competitiveness, with complex relationship, and this
thesis will build comprehensive evaluation model, so it is suitable to use AHP
method.
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3.3.5.1 The introduce of AHP method
(1) Constitute judgment matrix
Judgment matrix uses one element in upper level as judge criterion, to make paired
comparison with every element in lower level, then to make sure the element value of
matrix. In AHP method, it uses 1-9 to evaluate the importance of every element,
1,3,5,7,9 respectively means “ the same”, “ slightly important”, “ important”, “ very
important”, “ extremely important”, and 2,4,6,8 means the median between those
aforesaid numbers. For example, a12  3 , means that A1 is slightly important than
A2 . The n*n matrix which includes n factors can be followed.
The judgment matrix has some characteristics: aij  0 , a ji 

1
, aii  1 .
aij

(2) Determine weight
Using the data in matrix can work out the index weight, we will use EXCEL to
cumulate the weight, and the formula is:
n
n

wi 

a

ij

j 1

n

（i=1,2,……,n）

n

(  a
n

k 1

kj

)

j 1

(3) Consistency check
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It can be proved that, if a judgment matrix is a positive reciprocal matrix, and every
element has the relationship of

aij 

aik
(i, j, k=1,2,…,n, i  j), or the order n=1 or
a jk

2, the matrix is a complete consistent matrix, at this time, max = n.
In order to check the consistency of the judgment matrix, we need to calculate random
consistency ratio CR. The smaller the CR, the better consistency of the matrix, it can
not be smaller than 0; if n >2 and CR  0.1, we can say the judgment matrix
basically fit consistency; otherwise, we need to make some changes of element value
until it get consistency. The formula of CR is as follows:
n

① firstly calculate the max , max  
i 1

then consistency indicator CI 

( A * a )i 1 n ( A * a ) i
 
, ai is eigenvector;
nai
n i 1 ai

max  n
n 1

, and find the corresponding average

random consistency index RI, professor T.L.Saaty has already given the value of
RI:

② calculate CR
CR 

CI
RI

When CR < 0.10, the consistency of the judgment matrix can be accepted, otherwise
some amendment should be made.

3.3.5.2 Determining index weight in shipping enterprise competitiveness
evaluation index system
The AHP in this thesis is based on the grade given by experts, by the questionnaire to
20 shipping experts and paired comparison of indexes, we can get judgment matrixes,
and by which,

we can build comprehensive judgment matrix to calculate (Liao

Xinfeng, 2007). In this thesis, every weight of index in the system would be
calculated by Excel, which is simpler. The results are as follows.
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The above 6-order comprehensive judgment matrix constitutes of “enterprise
production and management activity”, “enterprise product competitiveness”,
“enterprise financial resources”, “enterprise culture resources”, “enterprise human
resources”, “enterprise adaptability to changes”.
Their respective weight is: w1 =0.34, w2 =0.25, w3 =0.2, w4 =0.05, w5 =0.06,
w6 =0.1.

max =6.183, CI=0.037, RI=1.24, CR=0.03 < 0.1, it fits consistency check.

The above 4-order comprehensive judgment matrix constitutes of “the growth of
freight volume in the same period”, “tonnage utilization rate”, “sailing ratio”, and
“operating ratio”.
Their respective weight is: w1 =0.47, w2 =0.28, w3 =0.16, w4 =0.09.

max =4.031, CI=0.01, RI=0.9, CR=0.01< 0.1, it fits consistency check.
The weights are all calculated by Excel, so the matrix picture of the following indexes
is not given.
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The respective weight of 6 indexes of “total assets”, “operating income”, “operating
income profit margins”, “return on equity”, “asset-liability ratio”, “current ratio” is:
w1 =0.22, w2 =0.06, w3 =0.2, w4 =0.31, w5 =0.12, w6 =0.09.

max =6.113, CI=0.0226, RI=1.24, CR=0.018 < 0.1, it fits consistency check.
The respective weight of 3 indexes of “Enterprise adaptability”, “Enterprise
flexibility”, and “Enterprise innovation capability” is:
w1 =0.11, w2 =0.31, w3 =0.58,

max =3.0037, CI=0.00185, RI=0.58, CR=0.0032 < 0.1, it fits consistency check.
The detailed distribution of weight can be viewed in figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3 Weights of index system of shipping enterprises’ competitiveness
target
level

first class index

second class index
Ship production
capacity (0.25)

Enterprise
production and
management
activity (0.34)
shipping enterprise competitiveness

Enterprise
product
competitiveness
(0.25)

enterprise
financial
resources (0.2)

Ship operational
status (0.75)

basic index
Actual number of ships (0.8)
Average age of ships (0.2)
The growth of freight volume in the same period
(0.47)
Tonnage utilization rate (0.28)
Sailing ratio (0.16)
Operating ratio (0.09)

Price rationality
(0.5)
Customer
satisfaction (0.25)
Quality of
transportation
(0.25)

Transport efficiency (0.75)
The extent of cargo Shortage or Overloaded or
damage (0.25)

Total assets (0.22)
Gross Income of
Business (0.06)
Business income
profit (0.2)
Return on equity
(0.31)
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human
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Current ratio
(0.09)
Company Credit
(0.75)
Brand value
(0.25)
Comprehensive
quality of senior
management staff
(0.8)
Comprehensive
quality of
common staffs
(0.2)
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adaptability (0.11)
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innovation
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Education background (0.21)
Work experience (0.24)
Strategic management level (0.55)
Education background (0.25)
Work experience (0.75)

Chapter 4: Competitive power evaluation model of Chinese
shipping enterprises based on the ERA (evidential reasoning
approach) – with CPM as an example

4.1 The introduction of main approaches of competitive power
integrated evaluation
In the design of Index System in last chapter, this thesis has presented a principle of
combining qualitative and quantitative indicators to establish a Competitiveness
Evaluation System for Shipping Enterprises. After establishing this comprehensive
evaluation index system, our choosing of evaluation method must have a target of
being able to dealing with qualitative and quantitative indicators at the same time and
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the dealing must be scientific and correct. Currently, people both at home and abroad
are actively discussing to use various comprehensive evaluation methods to evaluate
the competitiveness of enterprises. The comprehensive evaluation methods we
commonly used are:

(1) Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method
It was first founded by Eden, an American cybernetics expert, in 1965. The theoretical
basis of Fuzzy Evaluation of the competitiveness of enterprises is that the evaluation
of enterprise competitiveness is fuzzy. In the competitiveness evaluation of enterprises,
some factors can not be evaluated simply by a score because of their fuzziness.
Considering these factors, some scholars apply fuzzy mathematical comprehensive
evaluation method to evaluate the competitiveness of enterprises quantitatively. Fuzzy
evaluation methods conclude a single-factor fuzzy evaluation and a multi-level fuzzy
evaluation. Since the competitiveness of enterprises is affected by many factors, we
should adopt a multi-level fuzzy evaluation method to assess it. Fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation is an absolute evaluation method; the evaluation result of a unit has nothing
to do with its constitution. However, this method has no systemic method to
determine the membership function, especially the membership of quantitative
indicators.

(2)Grey multi-level evaluation
Because the factors that influence the competitiveness of enterprises are large
and complex, people can only select limited key factors to analyze when evaluating.
Meanwhile some of the selected data of evaluation indicators are known and can be
obtained from the existing statistical data. Some indicators of the data are unknown
and cannot be obtained from the statistics. Therefore, the evaluation system of
enterprise competitiveness can be regarded as having the feature of incomplete
information or “grey”. In view of this, some scholars try to use the grey system
analysis method to evaluate the competitiveness of enterprises (Yuan, 2006). However,
this method attempts to use known information to determine the unknown information,
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which will hide the unpredictability of the final results. We cannot know the extent of
incompleteness and uncertainty of the results.

(3) Multivariate statistical analysis
In the evaluation of the competitiveness of enterprises, the commonly used
methods of multivariate statistical analysis are factor analysis and principal
component analysis. The basic ideas of factor analysis and principal component
analysis are the same: to use principal components or common factors less than the
number of existing indicators to replace the original index. After the combing, the
principal components or common factors reflect the common significance and
characteristics of some similar indicators, the comprehensive interpretation
effectiveness is larger than the interpretation effectiveness of single actual indicators.
What’s more, the principal components are irrelevant, which avoids the duplication of
information when consolidating the indicators.
When applying multi-factor analysis to make multi-indicator evaluation, all
weights belong to information weights. It determines the importance of indicators by
the number of information of the distinguishing samples the indicators contain. It
generates with the mathematical transformation process and changes with the
changing of sample collection. It objectively reflects the relationship between the
samples and improves the validity of the comprehensive evaluation. So it can
eliminate the subjectivity of artificial evaluation weights and ensure the objectivity of
evaluation model and accuracy of evaluation results (Ye Lei, 2007).
The principal component analysis has objective features of reducing dimension
by eliminating the correlation between indicators and criterion weight. In recent years,
it has been applied more in assessments of Sociology, Economics and Management,
and gradually becomes a unique technology of multivariate evaluation.

(4) Data envelopment analysis
Data envelopment analysis---a new systemic analysis method that developed by
A.Charnes and W.W.Cooper, American experts on operation research, on the conceptual basis of
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“Relative Efficiency”, used in analysis of competitiveness of enterprises.

Domestic scholars actively explore the application of this method. This method
mainly uses mathematical programming methods to make Production Efficiency
Evaluation for individual enterprise, which is to evaluate the validity of investment
scale and technology, using the relative efficiency of enterprise input-output as the
basis of enterprise competitiveness evaluation. There are some problems in the
practical application of this method. First, the requirement of advanced mathematical
knowledge makes it difficult to promote in the business world. Second, this method
evaluates the competitiveness of enterprises from the perspective of competition
results (the relative efficiency of input-output) without excavating factors affecting
competitiveness from the internal. It lacks of the evaluation of factors affecting
competitiveness and is difficult to guide the enhancement of enterprise
competitiveness (Zhang Xiaowen, 2008).
The evaluation method of the competitiveness of shipping enterprises is limited
in partial quantitative or qualitative research and cannot reflect an accurate and
comprehensive

competitiveness

of

shipping

enterprises.

Summing

up

the

insufficiency of the above method, this thesis will apply a comprehensive evaluation
method--- evidential reasoning approach ---to evaluate the existing indicator system.
The following article details the mathematical methods.

4.2 The introduction of ERA approach
4.2.1 Features
ERA is the abbreviation of Evidential Reasoning Method, which is put forward in
1990s after deliberation of Xu Dongling, Yang Jianbo and other experts of the
University of Manchester in 1980s, and also one kind of uncertain assessment method
in perfecting continuously afterwards (Yang J B X. D., 2002). It can effectively solve
the assessment towards quantitative and qualitative indicators under the premise of
existence of uncertain factors, whose basis is many kinds of advanced assessment and
policy-decision theories such as evidential reasoning, informational integration, fuzzy
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mathematics and utility theory etc. The features or, we can say, the advantages of ERA
are as follows:
(1) It can solve many problems about informational integration referring to lots of
knowledge units.
(2) It has one feature that is called ----dimensional invariance, i.e. the competitiveness
of enterprises managing containerized traffic does not get influence from the selected
data dimension. Contrast to the traditional ways of assessment, ERA needn’t take the
standardizing and dimensionless treatment towards the data.
(3) ERA can reduce the objectiveness in the process of assessment
(4) ERA is able to conduct difference analysis, sensibility analysis and efficiency
analysis. Besides, this way can take use of the software IDS specially designed for it
to resolve cumbersome calculating process. Moreover, the system IDS can draw many
sorts of icons to help understand and analyze the calculating process and the results
after assessment about basic indicators, sub-indicators and higher-indicators.
The basic thoughts of ERA: firstly, taking use of fuzzy rules to comment directly on
all the basic indicators (basic properties) in indicator system; secondly, under the
premise without losing all the valuable information, utilizing comments ERA towards
basic properties to converting processing, realizing the indirect comments on the
father norms ( the son norms in indicator system) of basic indicators; thirdly, using
utility theory to give the final assessment results by the form of utility function, which
is the value of goals. During this process, basic properties (basic indicators) usually
have two forms----qualitative one and quantitative one. Consequently, we should
cumulate the assessment results of two kinds of properties while commenting on the
son-indicators to combine to one comparable assessment result.
The way of processing of ERA model is transferring the description towards
quantitative property assessment into the form that is consistent with the description
towards the qualitative one, then change the description of these two kinds of
properties to the comparable, accumulating and compounding forms (Yang J B, 2002)
For the basic property qualitatively, its assessment is the language description that the
information providers (or evaluators) give and a group of graded description with
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structure of confidence level. For the basic property quantitatively, even though its
assessment is concrete value, by using the algorithm of delivering in ERA to also
transfer it into a group of graded description with structure of confidence level. As a
result, the process of assessment towards the property of the assessment objects by
using ERA is also the graded application of the structure with confidence level.

4.2.2 The basic evaluation framework
E describes an evaluation attribute. E has L sub-properties expressed as:
E  {e1 , e2 , e3 ,...ei ...el }
The evaluation for certain property could be any element (grade) or several elements
(grade) in the evaluation collection H and has certain confidence for the evaluation
grade (belonged to the confidence collection B).
H  {H n , n  1,......, N }
H represents for the collection composed by the whole evaluation grades for a
property. For example, in the evaluation research for the corporate competitiveness in
the shipping in this paper, it designs five evaluation grades for the top level evaluation
(the final level). That means when N=5, the property could be described as below:
H1 ={very poor}，H 2 ={poor}，H 3 ={ordinary}，H 4 ={good}，H 5 ={very good}。
B={  n ，n=1，……，N}，0≤  n ≤l
N

N

  n  1 和  H =1-   n
n=1

n=1

B represents for the confidence collection when the property evaluation is in H grade,
which is moreover defined as the unfixed confidence of the evaluation. In this way, it
makes the information provider (evaluator) have the judgment with the grade form of
the confidence structure or each information provider (evaluator) only give the
evaluation for the property with a single grade described with language. Then the
vague regulation in form of “If--Then” could be used to get the evaluation in the grade
form with the confidence structure. The vague regulation and the algorithm
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description are as below:
IF there are qn ,i evaluation attributes among a total of Qi evaluations and ei grade
is H n ; THEN the confidence of ei confirmed H n in grade is:

qn ,i

or ( H n ,

Qi

qn ,i
Qi

)

Qi represents for the total number of evaluation resources for certain attribute ei of
the evaluated object. The evaluation resource could be an information provider
(evaluator) or based on other references.
N

q

n ,i

= Qi , only when all the evaluators give the effective feedback;

n 1
N

 qn,i < Qi , others, here,  H =1n 1

1
Qi

N

q

n ,i

n 1

If all the attributes in the evaluation questions are qualitative and could be evaluated
with the same collection in H grade, then the above algorithm could directly be used
to accumulate the evaluation information of the attribute for its father norm. However,
an attribute and its father norm are possible to have different evaluation grades. It is
common for some basic attributes (quantitative attribute) described with quantity in
the actual questions. Those situations could be handled by adding the formula and
calculation below.
For an attribute ei , Bi ={  n,i ，n=1,……,N} is used to represent for the confidence
collection for ei ’s evaluation. It is assumed that S(x) represents the evaluation for the
attribute x, then S(E)={( H n ,  n ),n=1,……,N} represents that the evaluation for the
attribute E is in H n grade and moreover with the confidence of  n ,n=1,……,N.
Therefore, for the index ei ,
S (ei )  {( H l,i ,  n,i ), n  1,......, N }i  1,......, L

For an attribute, if its evaluation grade is different from its father norm, then its grade
must be transferred into the same evaluation grade with its father norm. Out of this
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purpose, we assume that an attribute ei has Ni grades.
H i  {H l ,i , l  1,......N i }, S (ei )  {( H l ,i ,  l ,i ), l  1,......, N i },

Moreover, one grade H l , n in H i is belonged to one grade in H with  n ,i ’s confidence,
so,
Ni

 n,i    n ,l  l ,i , (n  1,......, N )
l 1

Here,  l ,i represents that the attribute ei is evaluated as the confidence in H l ,i
grade.

 n ,i must be subjectively determined by the expert or researcher. In addition, it is
N

assured that for any 1, 0   n ,l  1 and



n ,l

n 1

Ni

According to formula  n ,i    n ,l  l ,i , (n  1,......, N ) ,
l 1

S (ei )  {( H l ,i ,  l ,i ), l  1,......, N i }

Could

be

equivalently

transferred

into

be S (ei )  {( H l ,i ,  n ,i ), n  1,......, N } .
For a quantitative attribute, one of its quantity value evaluations could be transferred
into the grade evaluation with the same grade number with its father norm.
It is assumed that hN ,i is the maximum and hl ,i is the minimum. For each grade H n ,
n=1,……,N
It is assumed that the evaluation value of a quantitative attribute h is corresponding to
it (or equivalence). Then, any evaluation value h about e could use the following
formulas to transfer into a grade collection with the confidence:
S (ei (h))  {(hn ,i ,  n ,i ), n  1,......N }

Here, when hn ,i  h  hn 1 ,
There is  n ,i 

hn 1,i  h
and  n 1,i  1   n ,i
hn 1,i  hn ,i
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k=1,……,N, and k  n, n  1 .

In this way, it could produce an evaluation combination targeted for the basic
attributes of the evaluated object. According to the evaluation combination for the
basic norm, the evidence reasoning algorithm could be used to obtain the evaluation
for the top-level norm of the evaluated object.

4.2.3 Utility Function’s Application
Theoretically, the evaluation result of the evaluated object’s top level T could be
represented

with

the

grade

evaluation

collection

with

the

confidence

level S (T )  {( H n , n ), n  1,......, N } . However, in the practice process, when one
more  n is not equal to 0 in the evaluation collection composed by multiple
evaluation objects, it could not clearly judge by intuitive observation of ( H n ,  n )
among many evaluations that which evaluation result is better. Therefore, in ERA, a
utility function u(x) is constructed as the supplementary measure for the evaluation’s
sequencing, which is used to add N evaluation grades in each evaluation object into a
function value (Liu J, 2004)
u ( H n ) is defined as the utility function in H n grade; moreover, if H n 1 is prior to
H n , then u ( H n 1 )  u ( H n ) . If  H =0, then the utility value of the top level T of the
N

object could be calculated and evaluated through u (T )    nu ( H n ) . If  H  0, then
n 1

there is a confidence interval[ n , ( n   H )] , it represents the possibility for T to be
evaluated as H.
Therefore, the evaluation for the top level T is defined as a utility function interval
[umin(T ) , umax(T ) ]

Here, there is
N

umin (T )    nu ( H n )  ( 1   H )u ( H1 )
n 2
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N 1

umax (T )    nu ( H n )  (  N   H )u ( H N )
n 1

Finally, when judging for the evaluation result for many evaluation objects, the
general method is to take the intermediate value, that is [umin(T )  umax(T ) ] / 2 ，the
bigger the intermediate value, the better the evaluation result and the higher the
evaluation grade.

4.3 The empirical research of competitive power of shipping enterprises – with
CPM as an example
4.3.1 The data collection of empirical research of competitiveness of shipping
enterprises
The thesis has built an evaluation index system of shipping enterprise competitiveness,
and obtains the weight for every index by AHP method, and we have decided to use
ERA method to build evaluation model of shipping enterprise competitiveness. In
view of the above, in order to discuss the application of evaluation model in practical
work; this thesis will select the CPM Co., Ltd. and 3 of its competitors to make
practical study, and evaluate the competitiveness of the 4 companies by ERA method.
The data is the basis of empirical research, the data of basic index of system is needed,
the first step of evaluation is to make sure the resources of data, and collect the data
(Yang J B S. M., 1994). In this thesis, the data of basic index mainly constitutes of
two parts: one part is the data of qualitative index by experts questionnaire, which
means the confidence coefficient of every index based on 5 evaluation level; the other
part is the data of quantitative index by 2009 annual statements of each company and
the information on their own homepages. In the collection of quantitative indexes, due
to the data of some indexes is internal information, and is confidential, it is hard to
find the specific and accurate data in empirical study, we can only do some
approximate estimation, but the rationality and maneuverability verification of the
evaluation model would not be affected. Besides, this thesis chooses ERA method to
emphasize the classification of data and the comparability of data, not only rely on
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one specific data value. So, the quantitative and qualitative data processing of indexes
is reasonable, scientific, and effective (Yang, 2001). The detailed condition of data
collection can be viewed in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1 Data collected of basic indexes of 4 shipping companies

evaluation index
Actual number
of ships
Average age of
ships
The growth of
freight volume
in the same
period
Tonnage
utilization rate
Sailing ratio
Operating ratio
Price rationality
Customer
satisfaction
Transportation
efficiency
The extent of
cargo Shortage
or Overloaded
or damage
Total assets(ten
thousand )
Operating
income(ten
thousand )
Operating
income profit
margins
Return on
equity
Asset-liability
ratio
Current ratio
Reputation

CPM Co.,Ltd

B company

C company

A company

157

85

166

18

6.1

21

15.8

19.2

-4.50%

9.20%

-1.90%

2.89%

53%

62%

49%

51%

54%
93.90%
(0,0.1,0.4,0.4,0)

62%
94.70%
(0,0.1,0.4,0.2,0)

53.44%
93.28%
(0,0.1,0.3,0.4,0)

50.90%
90%
(0,0.2,0.4,0.3,0)

(0,0.1.0.3,0.4,0.1)

(0,0.1,0.3,0.5,0.1)

(0,0.1,0.4,0.5,0)

(0,0.1,0.5,0.3,0)

(0,0.1,0.4,0.4,0.1)

(0,0.2,0.4,0.2,0.1)

(0,0,0.5,0.4,0.1)

(0,0.2,0.3,0.3,0.1)

(0,0.1,0.4,0.5,0)

(0.1,0.1,0.3,0.4,0.
1)

(0.1,0.1,0.3,0.3,0)

(0,0.1,0.2,0.5,0.2)

5029857.43

712465.6

2992821.35

686602.28

3511029.8

690106.08

1756203.71

146698.78

3.31%

28.97%

34.81%

37.88%

0.41%

33.16%

25.17%

15.41%

35.49%

37.51%

27.98%

61.48%

1.59%

2.59%

1.73%

0.57%

(0,0.1,0.4,0.4,0.1)

(0,0.2,0.3,0.3,0.1)

(0,0.2,0.4,0.4,0)

(0.1,0.1,0.5,0.3,0)
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(0,0,0.5,0.4,0.1)

(0,0,0.4,0.4,0.2)

(0,0.1,0.3,0.3,0.1)

(0,0.2,0.3,0.4,0)

(0,0,0.4,0.5,0.1)

(0,0,0.3,0.5,0.1)

(0,0.1,0.3,0.5,0.1)

(0,0.1,0.4,0.4,0.1)

(0,0,0.3,0.5,0.2)

(0,0,0.4,0.4,0.2)

(0,0,0.3,0.5,0.1)

(0,0.1,0.4,0.4,0.1)

(0,0,0.4,0.5,0.1)

(0,0,0.3,0.4,0.2)

(0,0.1,0.3,0.4,0.2)

(0,0.1,0.3,0.4,0.2)

(0,0,0.3,0.5,0.1)

(0,0,0.4,0.4,0.1)

(0,0.1,0.3,0.4,0.1)

(0,0.2,0.5,0.3,0)

(0,0.1,0.3,0.5,0.1)

(0,0.1,0.4,0.4,0)

(0,0.1,0.5,0.4,0)

(0,0.1,0.4,0.4,0)

(0,0.1,0.3,0.4,0.1)
(0,0.1,0.4,0.4,0.1)

(0,0.2,0.4,0.4,0)
(0,0.2,0.5,0.3,0)

(0,0.2,0.5,0.2,0)
(0,0.1,0.5,0.4,0)

(0,0.2,0.5,0.3,0)
(0,0.2,0.3,0.4,0)

(0,0.1,0.5,0.4,0)

(0,0.1,0.4,0.4,0)

(0,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.1)

(0,0.2,0.3,0.3,0.1)

4.3.2 Evaluation of competitiveness of aforesaid companies by IDS software
The ERA evaluation method can make use of the built to suit software IDS to
complete the cumbersome calculation. The IDS (Intelligent decision system) can
complete the information fusion, evidential reasoning, and utility function expediently,
quickly, and accurately. When we use ERA-IDS software to calculate the evaluation
information, we need notice:
(1) To qualitative indexes, only the judgment of confidence level of basic index is
needed;
(2) To quantitative indexes, the best value and worst value in sample should be
confirmed, then input into IDS to judge the confidence level of quantitative
indexes;
(3) Some indexes like average age of vessel and asset-liability ratio, the higher the
value of that, the worst the evaluation level, so it is important to know when input
the best value and worst value, not the highest value is the best value;
(4) The weight of indexes should be input with the qualitative index and quantitative
index at the same time. The best value and worst value of quantitative indexes in
shipping enterprises competitiveness evaluation system can be viewed in table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 Definition of the best and worst of the quantitative index

quantitative index

best value

worst value

200

15

5

25

10%

-5%

65%

50%

65%
95%
5500000
4000000

50%
90%
650000
100000

40%

3%

35%

0

Asset-liability ratio

25%

65%

Current ratio

0

3%

Actual number of
ships
Average age of
ships
The growth of
freight volume in
the same period
Tonnage utilization
rate
Sailing ratio
Operating ratio
Total assets
Operating income
Operating income
profit margins
Return on equity

In chapter 3 we have confirmed the weight of every index in evaluation system by
AHP method and the data of basic indexes, the calculation by IDS can be started.

4.3.3 Calculated results
Using IDS we can directly calculate the confidence level of the target level – shipping
enterprise competitiveness, the results are in the following table 4.3.

Table 4.3 The confidence level of the shipping enterprise competitiveness
Very
Very
Level
poor
ordinary
good
uncertain
company
poor
good
CPM
27.78% 14.22% 20.14% 28.73%
5.52%
1.54%
company
B company
4.75%
7.86%
19.03% 31.89% 31.92%
4.45%
C company
11.03% 24.85% 24.29% 32.66%
5.11%
2.83%
A company
23.24% 12.02% 39.66% 17.34%
4.25%
2.45%
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The IDS software can not only lower the degree of cumbersome in calculation process,
but also form various kinds of figures, making the results more visualized to help
people better understand and analyze the evaluation results. The figure 4.4 is the
figure of confidence coefficient of competitiveness of the 4 shipping companies.

Figure 4.4 Confidence coefficient of competitiveness of the 4 shipping companies

In order to make the competitiveness of the 4 shipping companies have much more
comparability, we can use the utility function of ERA method to sort the
competitiveness of the 4 companies. In the case analysis, utility function is set as a
linear function:
u(H1)=0,u(H2)=0.25, u(H3)=0.5，u(H4)=0.75，u(H5)=1
The

formula

of

utility

function

of

shipping

enterprise

competitiveness

is (umin (T )  umax (T )) / 2 . The evaluation comparison results come out after calculating
by computer through the IDS evaluation model. As shown in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5 The utility value of evaluation of 5 shipping enterprises competitiveness

In the figure 4.5, the “average” means the intermediate value of utility, by comparing
this value, we can sort the competitiveness of the 4 shipping companies, the result is
shown in table 4.6.
Tab. 4.6 evaluation result of 4 shipping enterprises competitiveness
B
C
A
CPM
company company company
intermediate
value of utility

0.4168

0.6968

0.4908

0.4157

competitiveness
sequence

3

1

2

4

From the figure 4.6 we can find the competitiveness of B company and C company is
stronger than CPM Co., Ltd., the competitiveness of A company is the weakest one. In
the future management, CPM Co., Ltd. can take example by the experience of B
company and C company to strengthen its own competitiveness in shipping market.
The empirical research can deepen our understanding about the shipping enterprise
competitiveness evaluation model based on the ERA method, and it is good for this
evaluation model to be widely used.
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Chapter 5: The conclusion
Evaluation of the competitiveness of shipping enterprises not only can reflects the
competitive ability the shipping enterprises possesses in the whole shipping market
but also offer scientific and reasonable proof while the firm making management
policies in the future. So on the basis of study towards the competitiveness of
shipping enterprises persons have has in former times; this thesis builds the evaluation
model of competitiveness of shipping enterprises by the combination of features of
shipping enterprises, study the question of comment about competitiveness and lastly
using the ERA. The model is very necessary because with it the firms can be familiar
with the state of competitiveness itself and then improve its competitiveness
effectively. The main results of this thesis are listed as follows:
(1) By reading a large amount of bibliography home and abroad, this thesis reviews
the theoretical knowledge about enterprises’ competitiveness from the aspects such as
concept, connotation, and features and so on; it also introduces in detail all the
composed factors of enterprises’ competitiveness, furnishing theoretical proof for the
further study of this thesis.
(2) The thesis has introduced related knowledge about the concept of shipping
enterprises, the features of management and the states of development nowadays and
so on. And the thesis has established evaluation index system of competitiveness of
shipping enterprises according to the guiding ideology and principles of the shipping
indicators and indicator system design, it has make detailed introduction towards the
indexes of the systems and assured the weight of every index in the system by the way
of analytic hierarchy process.
(3) The thesis introduces several ways of comprehensive evaluation towards these
enterprises’ competitiveness at present, and then introduce the ERA which is a kind of
advanced theory and can be adaptable to multi-goal assessment in the model
constructing and establish one assessment model for competitiveness of shipping
enterprises on the basis of ERA, which is one important result of this thesis. And
basing on the above, the author then selects four shipping firms to make empirical
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study, which helps the model to be used in actual study extensively.
Due to the limitation by time of study, the source of data and ability itself, this thesis
still has several shortcomings following:
(1)Owing to not being limited by the types of shipping enterprises at the time
establishing the evaluation index system of competitiveness of shipping enterprises,
the indexes only select limited representative indicators while some indexes like
capacity of shipping transportation, volume of freight traffic and turnover are not
listed in this thesis.
(2) On account of the difficulty in collecting information and interrelated data, the
thesis only chooses four shipping firms whose data are relatively complete when it
makes horizontal comparison with the competitiveness of different firms. Not
collecting more firms with different scale to compare and analyze, the results are not
persuasive enough.
This thesis focuses on building of the evaluation model of competitiveness of
shipping enterprises, by comparing and selecting indexes and ways of assessment,
finally build the model on the basis of ERA. By the model we can achieve more
systematic and overall understanding towards the competitive level of shipping
enterprises at present. However, the assessment of competitiveness about shipping
enterprises is one complicated issue; the model this thesis has established is just
preliminary exploration. The author will go on to pay attention to the interrelated
theories and application in reality in future, and deeply probe into and optimize this
model to apply it in the actual projects as soon as possible.
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